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Content Management Software

Cloud On-Premise* 

Customizable Layouts 
and Templates

Content and 
Device Scheduling

Device 
Management

Sensor Data 
Analysis

Playback 
Management

Synchronized 
Video Playback

Digital Signage LCD Videowall

CMS Server

*Project-based.

Vestel’s VSign is an extensive and practical software solution which is compatible with 
Extreme+, Prime+, Entry+ digital signage displays, and Wall+ LCD videowall displays. Layout 
design, device management and monitoring are provided through Cloud or On-Premise 
servers. VSign lets users control Vestel displays remotely, without the need of being on-site.  

VSign is based-on three main structures which are content management, device 
management and sensor monitoring. The contents can be created in CMS server and sent to 
the displays remotely. With device management features, all Vestel displays can becontrolled 
through Cloud or On-Premise servers. In case Vestel's Sensor Box is used with the displays, 
temperature, humidity, ambient light, estimated carbon dioxide, and air quality levels of the 
environment can be displayed in CMS server.    



Device Management

Easy to Use CMS Server

Customizable Layout
and Templates

Partial and
Synchronized Playback

Users can manage both the content and device remotely
with VSign, through Cloud or On-Premise servers. Vsign is a
completely integrated solution to monitor and control Vestel
digital signage and LCD videowall displays. No need to be 
on-site to turn off, turn on, schedule the devices. Brightness
levels can be adjusted to fit the most efficient power 
consumption.     

Anyone can sign-up to CMS server of VSign and register 
devices with one-time-password. User-friendly CMS server lets 
users manage their contents and devices in the easiest way. 
Different dashboard types are provided, users can select what 
they want. Online/offline time of devices are stored in 
database, users are aable to see them. 

All layouts and templates are completely dynamic and
customizable, users can create them based on their needs.
Regions of layouts can be positioned and their aspect ratio
can be changed easily. Customizable layouts and templates
can be saved and copied to the multiple displays.    

Synchronized video playback across displays on the
network. By assigning displays as a “sync group”, and
selecting a “master display”, all other displays adjust their
time to synchronise the content. Contents can be divided
and distributed seamlessly, or it can be played in harmony
across multiple displays. Synchronization is a perfect tool
for digital signage and LCD videowall displays.      



Player Schedule

Template VSignLite Editor
Users can select pre-defined templates and locate the 
contents to specific areas. VSignLite provides various 
templates such as full screen layouts and area-divided 
layouts with text and banner widget options. Related 
contents can be uploaded, scheduled and played.  

With VSignLite Editor, content and device management 
through local area network is possible! Pre-defined 
templates can be scheduled and pushed to selected displays 
which are connected to same local area network.    

Local Content Management Software

Vestel’s VSignLite is a local CMS solution which is embedded to Extreme+, Prime+, and 
Entry+ digital signage series displays. It includes four main components - Player, Schedule, 
Template, and Editor.  

Media files can be played separately, or they can be selected 
in a specific order and played in sequence. Also, created 
channels in Schedule section can be displayed on the device.  

VSignLite lets users create daily schedules and channels to
play within different time slots of a day. Specified channels 
are displayed in specified slots without the need of manual 
operation.
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